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Presentation Notes
My four colleagues and I are here to tell you the story of a virtual collaboration center. Our team was asked to design a virtual, collaborative work space for the Training & Technical Assistance Centers of the Virginia Department of Education. These centers, also known as the T/TACs, have a mission to "improve educational opportunities and contribute to the success of children and youth with disabilities." The virtual collaboration center (or VCC, as we call it) will support the important work to which the T/TAC staff have dedicated themselves. 
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Presentation Notes
Our story begins with a briefing of key findings from our team's performance analysis and needs analysis. An overview of our team's approach to meeting the needs we identified comes next. After that, it's all about process and cycles of data-driven design. Specifically, we will present a conceptual model for the VCC and describe our efforts to implement Web conferencing, to develop multiple modes of support for the use of training development tools, and to model an interface that integrates many systems into a seamless virtual collaboration center. ��We will then be joined by a special guest who will demonstrate a work scenario using the VCC prototype.��Recommendations for implementation will conclude the presentation. 



Performance Analysis: Key FindingsPerformance Analysis: Key Findings

From faceFrom face--toto--face training to online delivery.face training to online delivery.

More interactive online training desired.More interactive online training desired.

Staff is dispersed over a large area.Staff is dispersed over a large area.

T/TAC staff belong to priority project teams.T/TAC staff belong to priority project teams.

Teams need to collaborate across distances.Teams need to collaborate across distances.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our performance analysis helped us get to know the client. We learned that the T/TACs improve learning opportunities for children and youth with disabilities by providing training and technical assistance to the teachers of those children. The teachers and their students are located all over the Commonwealth of Virginia. The T/TACs are headquartered in several locations.��In the past, the TTAC staff did a lot of face-to-face training which requires extensive travel. Virginia is a big place. Currently, a move toward delivering more training online is under way. Staff may want to use newer training creation tools to develop more dynamic online training content, but many find the learning curve steep.��In addition, the staff work on priority project teams comprising individuals from various T/TACs around the commonwealth. These teams need to collaborate across distances. Some staff members belong to more than one priority project team. 
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Presentation Notes
We became familiar with the T/TAC Online Web site which offers training webshops, resources, and information on events of interest to the T/TACs' target audience.�



Needs Analysis Results

Real-time collaboration on work products 
from a distance (Web conferencing).

Shared file storage areas with document 
versioning for project teams.

Integrated scheduling of video and Web 
conferencing.

Support for collaborative development of 
more interactive online training content.

Presenter
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Our needs analysis focused on the assistive technology priority project team, because its members are the earliest and most eager adopters of new technologies within the organization.��The needs analysis revealed many needs. The top four are shown here.  These became the core requirements for a virtual collaboration center. �
Real-time collaboration on work products from a distance (Web conferencing). 
Shared file storage areas with document versioning for project teams.
Integrated scheduling of video and Web conferencing.
Support for collaborative development of more interactive online training content.



Design ApproachDesign Approach

Experiential strategyExperiential strategy
–– Design team use of collaborative toolsDesign team use of collaborative tools
–– Starting October 2007Starting October 2007

UsageUsage--Centered DesignCentered Design
–– Constantine & LockwoodConstantine & Lockwood
–– Starting January 2008Starting January 2008
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Our design approach included two threads which eventually became happily entangled. Early in the fall semester we decided to use available collaborative, communication tools as much as possible in doing our own work in order to experience their use first hand.��In the spring semester, we began to apply a usage-centered design process to the task of designing the VCC.�



Experience as Strategy
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Throughout the immersion program, we used a wiki to share team work documents and links to resources. A wiki is a do-it-yourself, collaboratively constructable Web site that anyone can edit. Our project wiki was a team work space where we posted, reviewed, and commented on each other's contributions to our design project.  So, our wiki was both a shared work space and a common file storage area. This slide shows a wiki page we used to work on this final presentation. I uploaded some images for use by my teammates. And we each posted successive versions of PowerPoint slides for our respective portions of this presentation. My teammate, Afua, assembled the pieces and posted the compiled presentation to the top of the wiki page. ��Most of the work we did in the wiki was asynchronous. However we also experimented with using the wiki in real-time, virtual team meetings by adding Web conferencing into the mix. 



Experience as Strategy
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We experienced Adobe Connect Web conferencing on several occasions. The image in this slide shows a wiki page that one person was editing on a computer in Manassas, Virginia, while four team mates watched on their computer screens at three other locations in Virginia and one in the District of Columbia. We discussed revisions to questions we were drafting for subject matter experts for our needs analysis, while one person typed. 



Usage-Centered Design

The roles people play in their interactions 
with a system,

The tasks they perform through a system, &

The content of a system’s interface.

The usage-centered design process is a 
software engineering process that models:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The spring semester began the second thread of our process: usage-centered design. This is a very formal design process for developing software systems. It involves building models describing the roles people will play in their interactions with a system, the tasks they will do using a system, and the elements needed in the system interface to support efficient completion of tasks. We applied this process using the data collected in the needs analysis. 



Usage-Centered Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here's a diagram representing the usage-centered design process. You start on the left side where the grey stick figures represent "actors" (also known more simply as people). When a person has a specific intention to do something, he or she assumes a role and turns blue in the diagram. In this role, the person sets out to do one or more tasks.  Each task is represented in a 2-column table that is a conversation back and forth between between user's intentions and system's responses. ��Related tasks are grouped together. Post-it notes are then used to represent interface elements that should be grouped together to enable completion of the related cluster of tasks. Finally, the post-it note content model of the system's interface screens is translated into something that looks and acts like a visual interface. The process is much more difficult than this diagram would lead you to believe. 



Specializations

Design of VCC front-end interface

Adobe Connect Web Conferencing

Training development support
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Shortly after beginning usage-centered design, team members took on lead roles in different aspects of the project. I took the lead on the design of the VCC front-end interface; Kim Amin and Afua Gyasi took the lead on Web conferencing functionality; Kim Monti and Rahel Woldehanna took the lead on collaborative training development support. We each continued to have input into all aspects of the team enterprise. 



Convergence
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Eventually, our team's two strategies converged. The models we were building to represent tasks and to represent abstract interface screens began to seem familiar--like things we'd been experiencing day in and day out--things like wikis and Skype and Adobe Connect. ��This convergence spawned a concept for a virtual collaboration center as an expandable set of wikis orbiting a central home base having virtual meeting scheduling functions and global, Skype-like communication tools. This concept informed and redirected our interface content modeling based on assumptions related to using wikis as a means of implementing some of the key capabilities of a virtual collaboration center. As a result of the convergence we were able to create a prototype more quickly than we would have otherwise. 



Convergence: OutcomeConvergence: Outcome

Presenter
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Kim Amin will now tell you more about this concept for a virtual collaboration center and the design process relating to it.



Concept of the VCC
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I will now go over the concept of each area of the VCC. 

After hearing what our target audience had to say during the performance and needs analysis, we heard that there are several reasons why they would like to be able to collaborate virtually.  Those reasons include everything from delivering training to the teachers that the T/TAC staff support to meeting for the purpose of some of the VDOE initiatives that they are working on.  So we began to think about how the T/TAC staff might be able to collaborate virtually.  What tools would be of use to them? And, How can these tools be brought together? 

We heard the T/TAC staff say that they would like to meet virtually without having to leave their desks and drive great distances.  We thought about how a web conferencing tool such as Adobe Connect would allow them to log in from their computers—either in their office, in their home, or as we found out during one of our usability tests even from the road. That is represented on this diagram by the VCC Central  and would also include access to a schedule for booking the video conferencing equipment or access to other communication tools such as SKYPE.




Concept of the VCC
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We heard the T/TAC staff say that they would like an area where they could store documents or work on deliverables together—that sometimes passing the items back and forth via email just did not work well for them.  So we thought about wiki workspaces where they could post documents or other deliverables that they were working on or where they could develop an outline of an idea together.   That is represented here by wiki workspaces such as Assistive Technology Priority Project wiki workspace or the Autism Priority Project wiki workspace.  With the idea that more wikis can be added as more Priority Project teams see the need.




Concept of the VCC
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We also heard the T/TAC staff say that they would like to be able to deliver training to the teachers that they support asynchronously, so that teachers could attend training when it was best for their schedule.  So we looked at several training development tools that will allow the T/TAC staff to develop training that could be available to teachers in many forms—from an interactive training with built in quizzes that are available via a computer to  podcasts that are available via on the go tools like an MP3 player.   That is represented on this diagram by the Training Collaboratory wiki—a place where training development could occur.





The VCC The VCC 
Greater than the Sum of Its PartsGreater than the Sum of Its Parts

+>
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We also realized that using these tools together, the VCC can become more effective than the sum of its parts.  For example, if T/TAC staff develop training in the training collaboratory with other members of their Priority Project team, that training can be delivered synchronously through Adobe Connect or using some training development tools such as Camtasia or Captivate the training can be made available for asynchronous training to the teachers that the T/TAC staff support. 

Now we’ll go into detail about the parts of the VCC.  Afua will start with web conferencing.




Adobe ConnectAdobe Connect

What is Adobe Connect?What is Adobe Connect?
Web conferencing toolWeb conferencing tool
Allows synchronous communication and Allows synchronous communication and 
collaborationcollaboration

Why Adobe Connect?Why Adobe Connect?
Easy accessEasy access
Addressed users needsAddressed users needs

Presenter
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The team investigated a variety of communication and collaboration tools that could address this issue of long distance traveling across the state. Amongst the lot, we chose Adobe Connect. 

Adobe Connect is a web-conferencing tool that allows its users to share documents, computer desktops, and virtual whiteboards for the purpose of synchronous collaboration, including training presentations, at a distance. 

We chose Adobe Connect because the ttac staff had an easier access to it since it was already available. And also a few of them had used it at least once before.



Iterative nature of Design

Presenter
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Design never ends for an Instructional Designer due to its iterative nature. This is evidenced during our design for support in Adobe Connect.



Adobe Connect

Usability Testing (Round 1)Usability Testing (Round 1)
–– Goal for usability testingGoal for usability testing
–– Five participantsFive participants
–– How it was conductedHow it was conducted
–– Methods employedMethods employed

Pre surveyPre survey
Recorded sessionRecorded session
Silent ObservationSilent Observation
Post surveyPost survey

Presenter
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As earlier said, the team took an experiential strategy to learn about various web conferencing tools including Adobe Connect. The team identified the need for some form of guidance or support to use Adobe Connect. 

We further conducted  a Usability Test with some members of the Assistive Technology Priority Project.

The goal of this usability test was to evaluate a need for development of an instructional support of Adobe Connect. 

There were 5 participants in all for the usability test which included 4 ATPP members from GMU and 1 ATPP member from ODU. 

The Immersion Team was able to make in-person observations of the four GMU team members.  The one ODU team member participated remotely with an air card and so was monitored via Adobe Connect. 

We sent out an initial brief survey prior to the usability testing inquiring about their general levels of experiences with Adobe Connect. The Team created a usability test protocol and script prior to the session.  The protocol laid out the tasks and steps that the participants were expected to conduct.  The script, which was read at the beginning of the session, informed the participants of the Immersion Team’s role as silent observers during the usability test. After the session, we administered a short survey about their general impressions after using Adobe Connect.



Data Related to Adobe Connect

Presenter
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Accessing Adobe Connect – The directions given for setting up Adobe Connect were somewhat confusing. Not all participants used their headsets due to hardware limitations. The location of the audio wizard was not obvious, even though some participants had run it ahead of time.
Voice Chat icon does not seem to be obvious for use during the voice chat and the participants did not know that the microphone turned green when another person was talking.

Text Chat - Each participant seemed to perform this task well and even some knew how to conduct private and group chats.
Indicate Status - Clicking on the “My Status” bar did not seem intuitive.
Once participants determined how to indicate their status, not all of them realized they needed to clear their status.

Request Control of Screen Sharing - This feature seemed confusing to all participants at first.

Sharing a Document or Desktop - The steps involved in this feature seemed confusing to all participants initially and the term “share” was not clear to everyone at first.

After the first round of usability testing, we also met with an SME on Adobe Connect for the George Mason University who gave us information on Best Practices to include in the Guide. 










Recommendations

Provide an Instructional support 
Outline steps of each feature of Adobe 
Connect
Varied formats

Soft copy- PDF
Hard copy

Presenter
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The participants in the post-survey, emphasized that they needed a from of support /guidance in using Adobe Connect. They referred to it as a cheat sheet.

They also expressed the need for something that would outline the basic steps and procedures in using Adobe Connect.

We also deduced that they would prefer the support to be in varied formats such as a soft copy in PDF which they can download and print and a hard copy that they could just view on their desktop.



Building Users GuideBuilding Users Guide

Usability Testing (Round 2)
–– Goal for usability testingGoal for usability testing
–– 2 groups of participants (total of 5)2 groups of participants (total of 5)
–– How it was conductedHow it was conducted
–– Methods employedMethods employed

Observation
Recorded session
Post-survey

Presenter
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The goal of the second round of usability testing was to evaluate the effectiveness of the users’ guide while the participants used the basic features of Adobe Connect.

The first session was conducted on April 8, 2008. There were 2 members of the AT Priority Project team which included 1 member from the Old Dominion University (ODU) and 1 member from Virginia Tech (VT). 
The second session was conducted on April 11, 2008. It involved 3 members of the AT Priority Project team including 1member from ODU, 1 member from GMU and 1 member from the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE). The Immersion Team participated as virtual observers taking notes during the session.

A few days prior to the session, the Immersion Team sent an email with the users’ guide attached to the usability test participants.  Just prior to the session, another email was sent to the participants with a link to a survey that had been created to gather feedback on the users’ guide following the Adobe Connect session. On the actual days of the usability tests, the participants accessed the conference remotely.






Data Related to Adobe Connect
Usability Test 2

Overall, Successful 
Technical hitches with audio 

Conducted task successfully
Found the users guide useful
No additions/changes were requested



Triangulation of Data

Usability Test

Pre-Survey
Recorded
session

Remote 
observationPost-Survey

Physical
Observation

Presenter
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“Using multiple techniques to understand the answer to a question allows you to triangulate on a problem from different perspectives or delve deeper into issues”…by Mike Kuniavsky




User’s Guide



User’s Guide



Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory

Conducted a mini surveyConducted a mini survey
–– Understand their current online trainings Understand their current online trainings 

development experiencedevelopment experience
–– Identify the type of online training neededIdentify the type of online training needed
–– Understand the type of eUnderstand the type of e--learning features learning features 

neededneeded
–– Any challenges in the overall production of Any challenges in the overall production of 

trainingtraining

Presenter
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As mentioned earlier, one of our focus area that resulted from the needs analysis is 

“Support for the development of training materials: an interactive and dynamic web-based e-learning software. However we wanted to conducted a mini-survey to the TTAC Assistive Technology Priority  group to

Understand their current online trainings development experience,
Identify the type of online training needed 
Understand the type of e-learning features needed
Do they need discussion boards, Survey, quizzes

And any challenges in the overall production of training 

so we can build on their current knowledge.



Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory

Survey ResultsSurvey Results
–– Get recommendation and overview of Get recommendation and overview of 

different edifferent e--learning software toolslearning software tools
–– Get resources to explore training development Get resources to explore training development 

software on my ownsoftware on my own
–– Learn how to make online training accessible Learn how to make online training accessible 
–– Be able to collaborate with colleagues, get Be able to collaborate with colleagues, get 

support and share experience.support and share experience.

Presenter
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Our survey result showed us 

a wide range of experience, usage and need for e-learning training delivery. 

We narrowed the results to 7 recommendations which is followed by a 2nd survey to priorities the recommendation and 
the results are

TTAC At Priority group wants 

Get recommendation and overview of different e-learning software tools
Get resources to explore training development software on their own
Learn how to make online training accessible 
&
Be able to collaborate with colleagues, get support and share experience.




Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Training Development Tools area  we looked at several e-learning software such us Adobe presenter, camtasia, captivate, lector, podcasting and Adobe connect 

We also looked for Instructional Guidance that would help TTAC staff with learning activities, assessments, presentation of content and evaluations of training content and material and 

Best Practices in both training development and Instructional Guidance area ,

Moreover, we enriched the training collaboration by adding web conferencing capability which has Instant Meetings“ or Discussion board. 



Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory
Training Development Tools

Presenter
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When we look at the different training tools, 
We identify tools overview, 
Tutorials and Resources
Best Practices for each tools and
Also 
Resident Expert. That is - who should I contact if I need help with a specific software. TTAC member experts in that specific tool area will be listed for anyone to contact. 





Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory
Training Development Tools

Adobe Presenter: Overview
Basic Features

Ease of use

Accessibility Design 
Features

Quick Tips

Presenter
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Here is an example of one mini Training Tools we have developed for Adobe Connect Overview 

We looked at 

 Basic Features
Ease of use
Accessibility Design Features &
Quick Tips

(((( Kim A’s Adobe Presenter overview)))  look at 1,2 , 16 and  24


http://webcon.gmu.edu/tknbehg.6dkuum/


Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory
Instructional 

 Guidance 

Presenter
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Similarly , under the Instructional Guidance area, we looked at four major components
Learning activities, assessments, presentation of content and evaluation




Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory
Instructional 

 Guidance 

PowerPoint: Captivate
Adobe Connect

Adobe Presenter

Captivate
Camtasia

Podcast

Presenter
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Here is an example of a mini Instructional Guidance we have developed for Presentation of Content and Material in PowerPoint using captivate

(((( Rahel’s SR captivate)))


http://webcon.gmu.edu/t4pyn48.6vtv5e/


Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory

Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, we developed the Best practices area that allows TTAC staff to Browse or Contribute best Practices by topic, accessiblity, training tools, instructional guidance and or title and abstract.




Training Training CollaboratoryCollaboratory

Accessibility
Disability Type

•Cognitive Disabilities
•Color Blindness
•Hearing impairments
•Motor Impairments
•Visual impairment

Best Practices

Training 
Development Tools

•Adobe Connect
•Adobe Presenter
•Camtasia
•Captivate
•Podcast

Presenter
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Here is an example of Best Practices developed under the accessibility area by Training development tools or Disability Type. 
In the disability type area
We looked at , 
Cognitive Disabilities
Color Blindness
Hearing impairments
Motor Impairments and 
Visual impairment


(((( Afua’s accessibility overview)))


Next: Kim will go over the developmental of the Virtual Collaboration interface that house the training Collaboratory

http://portfolios.gmu.edu/agyasi/accessibilitydemowithcaptioning/accessibilitydemowithcaptioning.htm


Building the VCC

“Usage-centered design is a systematic, 
model-driven approach to improving 
product usability. A few simple but 
powerful models--of user roles, tasks, 
and interface content--guide the user 
interface design toward a better fit with 
the real needs of users.”

Constantine & Lockwood (2006)

Presenter
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You’ve heard about the concept of the VCC and its parts.  We’re now going to show you how we began to build the VCC.  As Matthew mentioned earlier, we used Constantine and Lockwood’s usage-center design approach to develop the VCC.  Now I will show you specifics of how our team applied, the usage centered design approach.



User Roles

“A user role is a particular 
kind of relationship 
between some users and a 
system. In other words, 
roles are played by users.”

Constantine & Lockwood (2006)

Presenter
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First, we started by defining Users Roles. According to constantine and lockwood, a user may play any number of roles when interacting with the system depending upon what they are trying to accomplish.

http://www.gliffy.com/publish/1333704/


Example of User Roles
InformationDisseminator
Occurs via varied virtual channels. Includes content 
creation for newsletters, electronic or print. Includes 
audio and text-based synchronous communication. 
Overlaps with all communication roles.

Trainer
Informal colleague to colleague advice, instruction, and 
demonstration using virtual means. Also Webshop 
development for online delivery. Conversion of face-to- 
face training into online training. Also includes formal 
training. Can include many more specialized roles within 
the context of VCC.

Presenter
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Here are two examples of user roles that we came up with for the VCC. The Information Disseminator and the Trainer.  While each are trying to convey information their audience and media for conveying the information may vary depending upon their intentions.  These user roles may be several people or one person playing these two roles throughout the day.



Task Cases

“Task cases (or essential use cases as 
they are sometimes called) are abstract 
and based on the purposes of interaction. 
They describe user intentions and system 
responsibilities.”

Constantine & Lockwood (2006)

Presenter
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After the User Roles we developed the task cases to represent how the user will interact with the system based on the user’s intentions at that time.



Example of Task Case

browsingContacts
Extends invitingToVirtualConference and add 
additional contacts by selecting from a list.

User Intention System Responsibility

Ask to review more contacts

Display more contacts
Pick a contact from list 
displayed

Acknowledge selection of 
contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is one example of a task case, we developed while thinking about the VCC.  Browsing contacts is a how a user, perhaps even the Information Disseminator or Trainer, may browse the VCC for the attendees they would like to invite to a virtual conference such as a web or video conference for the purposes of disseminating information or presenting training.



Example of Task Case

accessingTrainingDevelopmentToolsResources

User Intention System Responsibility

Identify training development 
tool to use
Identify need for additional 
resources

Provide resource options

>browsingOptions

END

Presenter
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In another example of a task case, Accessing Training Development Tools Resources, the user may come to the VCC to develop some training, but they are not sure of which tool would be best to use to deliver to their desired audience.  Through the VCC they can examine the resources available for the training development tools to make a decision about what would work best for them.



Content Model

“A content model shows the 
intended contents of part of a 
user interface.”

Constantine & Lockwood (2006)

Presenter
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Following Constantine and Lockwood’s usage-centered design, the content model is where we started to define things like the data and containers that would make up the VCC.



Example of Content Mapping

Presenter
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Here you can see an example of Content Modeling that we had developed.  The stickies with hot colors represented actions.  While the stickies with cool colors represented containers.  We had several sheets of the content modeling posted all over the room.

http://picasaweb.google.com/kim.monti/VCC


Flowcharting

A flowchart illustrates the steps in 
a process. By visualizing the 
process, a flowchart can quickly 
help identify bottlenecks or 
inefficiencies where the process 
can be streamlined or improved.

SmartDraw.com (2008) 

Presenter
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Having laid out the user roles, the task cases, and the content modeling it was time to begin to build a map of how the user might navigate through the system—so with the help of Dr. Shuangbao Wang, we began to build some flowcharts for the various parts of the system.



Flow Chart Walk Through

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This flow chart represents the point at which the user would enter the VCC.  From here they would make a decision based on their intentions about where they want to go.  This would be the highest level of flow charts—drilling down to the various parts of the VCC. You’ll see it in more detail when Kim Monti demonstrates the prototype, but there are seven different intentions that a user might have when they come into the VCC.  Of course, they could combine these options for the purposes of conducting collaborative work and that is when the system becomes greater than the sum of its parts.

Next Kim Monti will go over out design decisions and a walk through of our prototype.

http://www.gliffy.com/publish/1406243/


Design Decisions

At this point in process
– Customized, hard-coded front-end of high 

level functionality of VCC
– Develop wikis for Training Collaboratory and 

staff work spaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to the our experiential approach, we felt that the functionality found in wikis would lend itself nicely to the training collaboratory concept.  As a team, we discussed using a variety of wikis to build out the training collaboratory and staff work spaces.  A quick example was drafted for a client demonstration.  The client liked the idea of creating a customized, hard-coded front-end for the VCC, and letting the team created some structured components to a wiki for the training collaboratory, with the notion that the TTAC staff would be testing this beta version of the training collaboratory.  With the flexibility a wiki provides, TTAC staff could explore the wiki space and have the ability to add/revise components within the training collaboratory.



The creation of the prototype

Rapid prototyping approach
– Iterative process over the course of several 

weeks
– Feedback from client
– Usability testing with population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with many “real world” projects, the iTeam was facing a time crunch.  We opted for a rapid prototyping approach during the development of the VCC interface.  This approach was an iterative process that spanned several weeks, involving feedback from the client and usability testing with our target population, the Assistive Technology Priority Project members. 



1st iteration of VCC Interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the results of our content modeling, flowcharting, as well as considering client feedback, we developed the first iteration of a prototype.  The initial idea behind this iteration was to integrate TTAC Online into the VCC.  This view would appear after staff members would log into TTAC Online.  (Review the intentions for each tab and synch com widget).  In response to suggestions from the client, a tab was created so staff could browse the web within the VCC.

http://immersion.gmu.edu/ttac/fall2007/test/usability_tested.html


Usability Testing of VCC 
Interface

Targets of the Usability test
– Appropriateness of the high-level divisions of 

the front-end interface
– Reaction to wiki spaces
– Integration of accordion front-end with wiki 

spaces 

Presenter
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Usability testing with AT PP members.  Asked them to review the VCC interface and wiki spaces by navigating around the site in any way they were most comfortable. Participants were asked to think out loud as the explored the site.  A member of the iTeam observed them and took notes of their clicking behavior and any comments they made while navigating through the site.  After the 20 minute usability test, we brought the group together again for some debriefing questions that focused on their general experience in the site, and their thoughts on appropriate labeling and navigation. 



Data from Usability Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Likes
Getting Started Wizard and VCC Tour
Seeing people online
Wikis in one location
Limited options to avoid confusion
Meeting Calendar

Generally, our usability “testers” liked the concept of the Getting Started Wizard and the VCC tour.  They also liked being able to see who else was online with them.  The found that having all their project wikis in one location very helpful.  One tester commented that limiting the options available in the front end navigation would avoid confusion.  They also liked the idea of the meeting calendar, which would be helpful to see who is meeting, when, and where in the virtual space.

Dislikes
Browse Web tab
Getting Started tab not always needed
Search function as a tab
Duplication/confusion between wiki work spaces and training development area
Wasted real estate
Ability to minimize Communication area

Testers did not find the Browse Web tab helpful.  They felt that they wanted to browse the web as they normally would – by opening their browser in another window.  One tester commented that once the Getting Started area is explored, they probably would not need it very much.  It was recommended that this area should “fade” into the background so that it is always available, but not in the user’s way.  It was suggested that the search function should be economized (?) so that it is not a tab wasting main navigation space.  Testers were confused by multiple instances of training collaboratory in VCC, and they were not clear about intentions behind the options provided there.  They indicated that the accordion style navigation tabs waste page real estate.  It was suggested that horizontal navigation tabs would be better.  In addition, users should have the option to minimize the Communication area, since they don’t have to see who is online all the time.


http://immersion.gmu.edu/ttac/fall2007/test/usability_tested.html


Revisions to the prototype

Changed entry to VCC
Getting Started Wizard available, but not 
the default
Layout of Navigation options
Eliminated Browse Web tab and view of 
T/TAC Online 
Highlight ability to minimize Communicate 
area
Emphasized Training Development area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team made several design decisions as a result of data from the usability testing.  Entry to the VCC was changed so when staff log in, they will have the option of selecting a link to access the VCC.  The Getting Started Wizard was made available, but not as the entry point for the VCC.  The style of the  main navigation was revised to free up more virtual real estate.  The search function was minimized, the Browse Web and T/TAC Online tabs were eliminated, and the ability to minimize the communications area was highlighted, which also provides more page space.  In addition, due to the requests from the users, the Training Development area was emphasized.




2nd Iteration of the VCC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2nd iteration of VCC interface - demo

http://immersion.gmu.edu/ttac/fall2007/test


Recommendations
Meetings/Meeting Management 
– Tech Support Staff required for confirmation 

and setup of virtual meetings 
– Google calendar for the Web and Video 

conference scheduling
– Staff directory
– Monitor development of open-source web 

conferencing (Dim-dim) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To provide recommendations specific to areas of the VCC and highlight the needed human support

 




Recommendations
Work Spaces
– Select an open source wiki that can be installed on a 

private server and that allows customization 
– Develop a desktop-to-wiki connector utility (Adobe 

AIR)

VCC Interface
– Use of a tool such as Skype for IM and VoIP chat in 

the VCC 
– Allow first page of VCC to be determined based on 

user preference 
– Evaluate potential of using Global Discussion board in 

VCC 



Recommendations

Best Practices
– Promote the idea of Best Practices through a 

CoP

Training Development
– Permit several copies of software such as 

Adobe Captivate and Camtasia to be available 
at each T/TAC office for use by T/TAC staff
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